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Traditionally,

many communities in
Kenya do not allow women to inherit
land and property as some of them were
considered properties themselves. In the
event of dissolution of a marriage or upon
the death of the husband, most women
lose land and other property.
Kituo cha Sheria with support from UN
Women have been implementing a project
on Women Land Rights Awareness
to promote women access, ownership
and control of land in four target areas:
Nyando in Kisumu county, Taveta in
Taita/Taveta county, Kisauni in Mombasa
county and Kapolet in Trans-Nzoia from
June-December 2011. This was informed
by wanting correction of underlying
disproportionate access to land resource
between men to women in Kenya which is
deeply rooted in patriarchal practices.
Virtually in all the areas the project was

implemented, there were cases of women
being considered as property and thus
could not own a property of their own.
This is further worsened by the belief that
a girl child by virtue of marriage would
lay claim to land ownership in supposedly
matrimonial home and as such, should
leave her father’s land to her brothers.
In some cultures like Luo, Giriama and
Taveta, there is a belief that is a taboo
for a daughter to own land in her father’s
home.
Tragic stories abound of the suffering
of Kenyan women who are dispossessed
after the death of a spouse or a parent.
The impacts are even harsher where
extended family or state support is almost
non-existent. For instance, in the informal
settlement where majority of urban
population lives1 , most of the households
are headed by women who many are
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widows who have been disinherited of their land and
property upon the death of their husbands. These female
headed households are poor partly because they have
limited ownership and access to land.
Poor people are mostly attached to their immediate
environment as a means from which to eke out a livelihood.
Since majority of the rural poor are women, their
attachment to the natural resource base, and particularly
to land as a source of livelihood is unquestionable.
Inadequate or absolute lack of access, control, and
ownership of land and property is disadvantageous not
only to the socio-economic development of women, but
that of society at large.
Despite the numeric advantage of Kenyan women and

at its core in the same way that the capitalist model has
property rights. Women are unpaid wage providers in this
system, underpaid and undervalued, yet the most crucial
asset in the production chain. Only about 5 percent of
women hold land title deeds though women make up
about 75 percent of the agricultural work force, often
providing unremunerated labour. Women constitute 64
percent of subsistence farmers3 .
Even though the Law of Succession Act was passed in
1991, there was a conflict between constitutional provisions
on gender equality vis-a-avis customary practices that
discriminated against women in its implementation. The
Act does not adequately provide for widows in marriages
and protection of children born out of wedlock. The
Act also unfairly gives priority to men over women in
inheritance.
And whereas good reforms heralded in the promulgation
of a new constitution, National Land Policy (NLP, 2009)
and observation of gender equality and equity has resulted
in changes for women, these efforts are yet to be fully
realised in matters of access to, and control over land and
property. This is because of embedded patriarchal customs
in the society which prevent appreciation for the benefits
of the country’s economy and indeed development of
the nation if women share equal rights with men to land
and property. This is despite overwhelming evidence
corroborated in many studies that women are critical
economic actors who need to be empowered with equal
ownership and access to land.

Some of the participants in a workshop on Women Land Rights in Kisumu

their significant contribution to the economy, they fail
to have access to key development resources and are
consequently poor2 . Although Kenya has a developmentpolicy commitment to balancing access to development
resources for women and men, this has not translated into
a reality. Despite government policy pronouncements,
the difference between women’s and men’s access to
development resources is intensifying, with levels for men
closer to the targets than those for women.
The link between land and people is not simply an
economic relationship but a social one too. The way rights
and entitlements are distributed has profound, indeed,
revolutionary implications. Male advantages and benefits
are well institutionalised and protected. The model for
continued male supremacy has land and property rights
2
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It is evident that with the backing of the new law stipulated
in the constitution and the NLP, there has been a shift in
the norms which have been reversed to benefit women
who are the marginalized in society. The new laws have
come as a surprise and shock and have elicited different
reactions especially from the conservative men folk.
NLP for instance recognized all the longstanding historical
discriminations like land redistribution, restitution, and
resettlement and land banking principle and clearly spelt
out mechanisms for addressing the same. Additionally,
the policy paper recognizes land rights for minority,
marginalized and vulnerable groups e.g the pastoralist
communities, women, children, PLWHA, IDPs, and
coastal region land issues. Also noteworthy is that NLP
singled out the need to put measures in place to protect
matrimonial property.
The constitution protects women from discriminatory
cultural practices as stipulated in Article 2 (4). Similarly,
Article 40 also provides that every person has a right to
property either individually or in association with others.
The rights of women are further recognized under Article
10, 27 and 60(1)(f) which eliminates any form of gender
discrimination in Kenya.
3
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The Constitution also provides for the drafting of
laws that will protect women against discrimination.
Article 68 (iii) provides parliament with mandate to
revise, consolidate and rationalize existing laws and
enact legislations to regulate the recognition and
protection of matrimonial property and in particular
the matrimonial home during and after termination of
marriage.
The issue of women’s land and property rights should
not be seen as a “women’s issue” but rather as a
national development question that requires concerted
and effective responses. Women’s land and property
rights is an important issue that must be taken seriously
by government and the society at large because this
will determine the extent to which the country is able
to realize its development commitments and targets as

stipulated in the MDGs and Vision 2030.
Constitution implementation process regarding relevant
land Bills are very much lagging behind set time frame
, and we strongly recommend adequate measures to be
undertaken to ensure timely enactment of the relevant
legislations in conformity with the letter and the spirit
of the constitution. The legislations should also respect
NLP which is a product of wider consultation and
deliberations between the government and different
stakeholders. This will be the only means to ensure
immediate and systematic improvement of women’s
land and property rights in law and in practice.
Pamoja tutetee haki za ardhi za wanawake
Benjamin Henry Odhiambo
Advocacy, Governance and Community Partnership (AGCP)

KITUO CHA SHERIA AGM 2011

The AGM is the highest Governance organ for Kituo cha Sheria and it meets annually to consider and
adopt or reject the annual and financial report tabled by the Board of Directors among other duties.
Last year it met on 15th December, 2011 at the Sarova Panafric Hotel to deliberate on several issues
affecting the organization.
The most notable deliberations reached, was to raise the single welfare cases interview fee from
Kshs.50/- to 200/- and have a more proactive approach for the Kituo Justice House Project. These
will have a long lasting effect on Kituo in its bid to be self-sustaining, as it works in quest of access
to justice for all.

The Executive Director and AGM members follow proceedings during the Annual General Meeting 2011 at the Panafric Hotel
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LABOUR RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS

A significant gain in the new constitutional dispensation

demands upon any person, who holds a job, however
menial, are rather too heavy there must be a realization
that salaries should reflect output. The economy will not
grow unless we consciously move away from a profit led
growth to a wage led growth. This is the only way to pull
up the dominant part of our population, which lives below
the one dollar per day poverty line. All sectors of labor:
permanent, contractual and casual need equal protection.
This is critical because the lowest cadres of labor are the
most vulnerable and often abused.

The constitution protects the right to fair labor practices.
As labor creates wealth it must be protected in all its rights.
A worker has a right to fair remuneration and reasonable
working conditions. A worker may also form, join or
participate in the activities of a union and to go on strike.
The reality is somewhat astounding. How can it be that
the constitution guarantees a fair remuneration and yet
thousands of Kenyan workers cannot obtain a living wage
from the farms, factories and industries in which they toil
on a daily basis? There is something illegal and immoral
when we live in a society where a worker cannot afford
to feed, educate and accommodate his family in decent
living quarters. Social engineering and development
planning manifests definite fissures when a worker labors
from sun up till sunset and is unable to afford a packet
of maize meal; is not able to pay for bus fare and has to
walk to and from work; cannot manage to afford rent to a
respectable habitation and has to do with living in a slum.
This situation obtains because of a failure in the structures
that are meant to protect the worker against employer
exploitation. Where are the unions?

A functional economy holds a promise for the worker
and the employer. The sale of labor should guarantee a
better future for the worker. The State should take a lead
and be a dominant driver in worker centric approaches
to labor compensation. Hard work should be reflected
in commensurate pay. The practice of rewarding capital
owners as proprietors of labor suffer is not sustainable
and is a recipe for social commotion. There must be a
balance between the return expectations of labor and
anticipated profits on capital investment. The best
scenario is to have a convergence of public and private
sector policy formulation aimed at creating jobs, enabling
a flow of labor to industry, enlarging social protection and
promoting social dialogue to ensure that workers rights are
protected. As a prelude there should be an admission by
the most labor-intensive sectors in the country of the fact
that they are most guilty of exploitation of workers. These
are the sectors where laws directed at worker protection
are flouted, wage guidelines ignored and defied and living
quarters for the employees deplorable.

is the commitment to the protection of labor rights. In a
general way labor rights deal with a corpus of employee
rights, which guard against employer exploitation of
workers. Central to the realization of labor rights is the
right to unionize. At basic level unions are vehicles for
collective bargaining and industrial action. Whenever
workers negotiate for minimum wages, benefits and better
working conditions their interests are better covered under
a union agreement.

For far too long and in disregard of the law unions have
permitted owners of capital to take advantage of workers
creating a hugely disproportional society where employers
are in complete control of the contractual process and
act as though by offering employment they are doing a
favor to those who provide the hands that transform their
capital to the huge profits that they enjoy. Except in Kenya
there is no economy in the world where service industry
generates seven digit earnings and makes no pretence
of a plough back to the workforce. This country has no
value for labor. There is no regard for the fact that labor
is an asset in the market place. Like capital, labor is an
investment. Labor is potential wealth. Sadly employers
have taken advantage of the economy’s reduced capacity
to absorb the available workforce to exploit, manipulate
and abuse workers.
How do we protect workers against a live of abject poverty?
The answer lies in enforcement of the constitutional right
to a fair remuneration. As we stand today there is a crisis in
the employment sector. As a country we need a mechanism
to ensure that wage guidelines provided for in the law is
respected and implemented. In a country where the social
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Ken Nyaundi

			

Chair, Board of Directors

The Chair of the Board of Directors, Mr. Ken Nyaundi addresses
participants during a Judges cocktail at the Serena Hotel

KENYA IS IN DIRE NEED OF A PEACE POLICY

Elections are nigh. Politicians have come out with

their guns blazing, political calculations, regional balance
dynamics and the fight to stay relevant. Once again,
matters election have taken center stage and all other
national issues have been relegated to the back burner.
The memories of the 2007/8 Post- election violence still
haunt us as a country. IDPs are still languishing in sordid
conditions as they wait to be resettled. Mid level and low
level perpetrators of the violence continue to enjoy their
freedom while victims are yet to see justice done.
Politicians are characteristically preparing themselves for
the elections, even before the dust of 2007 settles. The
media is awash with all sorts of theatrics employed by
‘would be governors’, ‘would be senators’ and whatever
else “would be’s” the devolution structures have to offer.
Sobriety begs the question, are we as a country prepared
for the elections? Have we put measures in place that
will ensure the horrific scenes witnessed in 2007/2008
do not recur? What are we as a nation doing to ensure
a peaceful and stable Kenya, no matter what? Lacing
political campaign speeches with calls for peace as if to
appease consciences and the masses, does not amount to
being effectively prepared for peaceful elections.

Efforts by the government to ensure sustainable peace
have resulted in the development of a draft National
Policy on Peacebuilding and Conflict management. This
policy was inspired by a lack of policy guidelines for a
coordinated approach to peacebuilding and conflict
management. However, the adoption of this policy is yet
to see the light of the day, eight years down the line and
still counting.
Since the advent of multipartyism, Kenya degenerates
into chaos every time general elections are held. History
bears us witness; 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007. If the situation
is not averted, your guess is as good as mine as to what
the situation will be in the coming elections.
It is crystal clear that in order to prevent the recurrence
of post poll chaos, Kenya has to adopt a Peace Policy.
For the longest time, Kenya has been on a quest to find
a lasting solution to conflicts arising in the country and
there is no better way to achieve this than by having a
Peace Policy adopted and implemented.
Kenya needs to follow in the footsteps of Ghana, which
grappled with a debilitating violent past for 12 years
characterized by ethnic divisions. It took the proactive

Organisers and participants during during a National Peace policy workshop in Kamukunji, Nairobi
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approach: developed, adopted and implemented a policy
framework that has sustained peace in the country and
is now celebrated as one of Africa’s most stable and
democratic countries.

There have been initiatives by government agencies
and by non-governmental organizations in mitigating
conflict. The downside of these initiatives is that there
lacks co-ordination and a focal point. Thus there has
been a proliferation of peace building efforts that
are overlapping and that duplicate. In the end, these
efforts go to naught. A policy framework will guarantee
government commitment to finance and coordinate
these initiatives in one clear direction for greater
impact.

THE COST OF ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Kenya is unique in many aspects. It is the only country
among its peers in Eastern Africa that has developed a
draft Peace Policy. This is an excellent opportunity for
Kenya to put its best foot forward and be ahead of the
game by adopting the draft peace Policy and implementing
it to the letter. Onus is upon the government to accelerate
the adoption and implementation of a comprehensive
policy that adequately addresses conflicts.
The development of a National Peace Policy has taken
unnecessarily too long. In light of past conflicts and Kenya
going to an election, there should be a coordinated and
comprehensive peace framework so that peace building
and conflict management becomes core in government
planning and execution.
So far Kenya’s response to conflict has been reactionary.
Consequently, conflicts have been addressed on an ad
hoc basis. Despite the formation of the Truth, Justice
and Reconciliation Commission (TJRC) and the National
Cohesion and Integration Commission (NCIC) coupled
by many other initiatives by non-state actors in peace
building, the government is best placed to have learnt
from the 2008 post election violence. The Peace Policy
ought to have been government’s first agenda and should
have been adopted pronto.

The costs of adopting and implementing the Peace Policy
cannot be compared to the costs, if without a policy
framework to coordinate peacebuilding, Kenya relapsed
to violent conflict. There is a yawning discrepancy
between building peace and sustaining it. Kenya has
been building peace through various initiatives. However,
sustaining this peace is an arduous task as has been
evidenced by the recurrent spates of violence.
Kenyans should not sit back and watch the government
drag its feet. We need to soberly discuss the content of the
draft peace policy and to catalyze a nationwide drive to
demand for its adoption. We cannot wait for government
to give us a policy framework at its convenient time,
because the process which began in 2004 ought to have
been effectively completed by now.
		

Aimee Ongeso and Audi C. Zilper

Participants actively participate in the discussions during one of the Peace Forums organised by Kituo in Nairobi
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ANNUAL TEAM BUILDING AT THE NAIROBI
NATIONAL PARK
Team building brings together staff members to ensure they work independently and
interdependently, thus fostering team spirit. It also gets the staff to bond and appreciate each
other, improve communication skills and develop trust in one another as they share in the vision
and mission of the organization.
It is in this regard that the entire Kituo staff came together on 4th November 2011 for the Annual
Team Building which was held at the Nairobi National Park, facilitated by Bellaton Consultants
Ltd. The team building activities were designed to enable participants engage in a shared experience
which inspires the staff to work together.
The day began with a tour drive through the National Park where we were able to spot several
treasured animals and we took that opportunity to take as many photos as possible. We then took
part in several activities like Tug of War, Name Ball, Drum Dance, Crowd Race and Balloon Popper.
Crowning the activity was the Kituo Cha Sheria stool, which proved to be a fun moment for the
entire staff. The activities also helped to build team cohesion by breaking barriers in interpersonal
relationships, improve interpersonal communication and enhance risk taking and problem solving
skills, enhance self discipline and appreciation of the role of leadership by building mutual trust
and confidence, facilitate team energy towards individual and collective ownership of Kituo Cha
Sheria.
After the activities, we settled for lunch at the Historic Ivory Picnic Site where former President
Moi burned a huge cache of elephant tusks worth millions of shillings. The site was chosen for
its ambience. We were able to share lunch together as one big happy family, regardless of cadre or
title. We then took a walk through the Nature Trail at the Animal Orphanage where we were able
to see lots of animal species most of which, we had only read in books, watched in movies and on
Nat Geo channel.
The day was well organized and so much fun-filled, leaving all the staff happy and yearning for
more of such events. We thank the Team Building Committe for a good day

Members of staff are taken through team building exercises by facitators at the Nairobi National Park grounds
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KENYA SHOULD ABOLISH THE
DEATH PENALTY
Sometime in October last year, the government

which was temporarily lifted in 1986 allowing the
government put to death those involved in the
of Rwanda hosted an international conference to
abortive 1982 coup. The moratorium has since
encourage African countries to consider abolishing
resumed. In fact the president of Kenya in 2009
the death penalty. A number of African countries
decided to commute all existing death sentence to
were represented, Kenya included, by delegates who
life imprisonment joining the ranks of countries like
gave updates on the developments of the death
Malawi, Tanzania, Ghana and Sierra Leone which still
penalty in their respective countries.
retain the mandatory death sentence but have never
carried them out. These countries are considered to
Back at home in Kenya this year, at around the same
have a policy of being de-facto abolitionists.
time Justice Mohammed Warsame in sentencing
two accused persons charged with the offence of
Some argue that death penalty should be imposed
murder, which carries a mandatory death sentence,
in exceptional cases where there are no reasonable
was very categorical in his thoughts on what he
prospects of reform.
believes is a misguided and ill informed attempts to
abolish the death penalty. To him those who are keen
For Kenya to become a de-jure abolitionist state it
on abolishing death penalty are likely to cause grave
must, ratify the 2nd protocol to the International
injustice to many Kenyans who are deprived of their
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
loved one. People cannot afford to forget the painful
There is also need repeal sections in the penal code
and devastating side of the victim.
that provide for death penalty.
Kenya which has ratified the International Covenant
Allan Nyange, Legal Officer - Mombasa Regional Office
on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) has had a
longstanding moratorium against the death penalty

A paralegal from Shimo La Tewa Women prison receives a certificate afterthe completion of a training where the issue of
Death Penalty was discussed
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES/EVENTS (MAR - JUNE 2012)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.
22.

Milimani Constitutional and Human rights Bench Committee meeting - March
Public Interest Litigation Caucus on pretrial detention on 2nd March, 6th April and 4th May
PIL CASE- Muthurwa Petition 65/10 Hearing on 13th and 14th March
Replication of Public Interest Litigation Caucus in Kisumu from 14th to 16th March
Pilot training on Article 57 of the Constitution for paralegals from the Justice Centre’s;
Kibera, Kamiti and Kamukunji from 9th to 13th April
Free Legal Aid Clinic on Labour day 1st May at Kituo gardens
Training of Police officers on Refugee protection (10th March )
Training of Legal practitioners on refugee law (22nd & 23rd March)
Capacity building of Department of Refugee Affairs officers on refugee protection
Refugee community training on refugee law - Rights, obligations and the Refugee policy
Public Interest cases in the Industrial Court, Mombasa, on Labour issues 24th April
Constitution and devolution public forums in Tana Delta, Kilifi, Malindi, Taveta, Kwale and 		
Mombasa between 29th Feb - 8th March
Launch of the Korogocho Justice Centre – March
Kitui ADR and Paralegal Training – March
ADR Training for Nairobi based Paralegals – March/April
ADR and Paralegal training in Nyando – April
Women workshops for Pro-Mara project to capacity build on land rights - April
Radio talk shows and TV talk shows to create awareness on government led initiatives of forest 		
conservation, land security of tenure and National land policy - April
Paralegal forum in Nairobi and Machakos on Legal Aid Bill and Legal Aid Policy - March/April
Radio talk shows on Legal Aid on Legal Aid Policy - May
Volunteer Advocates forum on Legal Aid Bill and Legal Aid Policy, Nairobi & Machakos - March

Executive Director Priscilla Nyokabi, Presidential aspirant Peter Kenneth, AGM member Justus Munyithya, LSK Chair-Elect Eric Mutua and other
members of staff before planting a tree in honour of the Late Nobel Lauriate Wangari Maathai at the Kituo gardens
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THE CESSATION CLAUSE AND ITS IMPACT
ON RWANDESE REFUGEES
The period of the 1994 Rwandan Genocide saw many

Tutsi refugees flee to various East African countries
and after which they returned to Rwanda while large
segments of the Hutu, fearing retribution, escaped
mainly to Tanzania, Congo, Kenya and Uganda etc.
After the genocide, Paul Kagame, the President of
Rwanda was first assisted in seeing the Hutu returned
home in Tanzania. It is alleged that UNHCR actually
employed the Tanzania army to drive the Hutu back
from the camps in Ngara District of Tanzania. When
no help was forthcoming to return them from Eastern
Congo, Kagame mounted an invasion of these camps.
To suppress the threat from further afield, Kagame
has deployed his intelligence agents to abduct or kill
perceived enemies. This allegations strongly display
the need for Kagame to see his people returned home
but the question on many other than the refugees lips
are why wouldn’t they want to go back home seeing as
Rwanda looks very stable and safe?

They only managed to repatriate 850, but many of these
managed to return to Uganda almost immediately, with
graphic accounts of their experiences- these ranged
from being unable to reclaim land and property, being
faced with accusations by gacaca courts, and torture.
Similar but less successful attempts were made by
UNHCR and the Ugandan government to repatriate
the Rwandans from the camps in 2004, 2005 and
2006.

In 2009, UNHCR and the Ugandan Government
again renewed the arrangements for the repatriation
of Rwandan refugees and set the deadline for closing
the Rwandan refugee camps for July 2009. During
the 6th Meeting of the Tripartite Commission on
Repatriation of Rwandan Refugees on 22 April
2009, the Government of Uganda, the Government
of Rwanda and UNHCR agreed to a number of
resolutions, stating that ‘ the retention of refugee
status by present Rwandan Refugees is no longer
justifiable or necessary.’ UNHCR and Uganda
From December 1999 until Today, Tutsi refugees, as
deemed that political conditions in Rwanda were safe
well as Hutu’s have been seeking asylum in Uganda
for their return, despite the evidence to the contrary.
many of whom are survivors of the genocide. In
The deadline for their repatriation, July 2009, was
2003, the Ugandan country office of the UN High
announced and then extended to 31st August. In
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the
this Communiqué, the date for invocation of the
Governments of Rwanda and Uganda signed a
Cessation Clause was set at the end of 2010. Although
tripartite agreement to repatriate back to Rwandan
the government promised that repatriation would be
society some 25,000 Hutu refugees living in Uganda.
voluntary, pressure on refugees to leave was visible.

Refugees from the Great Lakes region and Kituo staff pose for a photo after a legal aid clinic at Mlolongo
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Rwandans in camps had their land re-allocated to
Congolese, their rations were reduced, and they
were no longer able to access some social services.
Less than one-third opted to return to Rwanda and
many of these have since returned to Uganda with
horrific accounts of the conditions that they met.
This provides an illustration of the instability that
meets these refugees as they return home and it can
hardly be considered safe.
Refugee status only lasts only as long as the reasons
for fearing persecution in the country of origin
persist. Once the reasons disappear, refugee status
is legally and legitimately terminated. The cessation
clauses set out the only situations in which refugee
status properly and legitimately granted comes to
an end.

Cessation of refugee status is a legal avenue open
to states and the UNHCR as a way of recognizing
changed circumstances in refugee- producing
countries. Designed to be narrowly interpreted,
cessation requires a fundamental and profound
change in the country’s condition that provoked the
need for asylum. It observes the social, political and
other changes in the country conditions enable its
citizens to seek the protection of their governments
once again. This renders the protection accorded
under refugee status obsolete. The UNHCR can
recommend cessation but it is up to the individual
states to agree and enforce the cessation clause.
Many Non- Governmental Organisations, Civil
Society Organisations and Rwandan refugees
themselves have raised numerous questions about

REFUGEE LAW & PRACTISE TRAINING IN ELDORET
For a long time, there has been a rise of refugee cases in Eldoret, Kitale and their environs and most of
the refugees arrested are usually on transit to Kakuma Refugee Camp. The biggest hurdle faced by these
refugees is the fact that there were no lawyers who could handle their cases due to inadequate training
on Refugee Law and Rights.
It is on this premise that Kituo Cha Sheria’s Urban Refugee Intervention Programme (URIP) organized
a 2-day training for lawyers and Law students on Refugee Law and Practice, a training that attracted 61
participants on 31st July to 1st August 2011. Preceding the training was a Police Station and Court visits
at Kitale, where it was established that most refugees were at large in Kitale and neighboring Eldoret
town. This training attracted lawyers from Kitale and Eldoret and the surrounding towns and from the
training, we were able to register 20 lawyers as Volunteer Advocates for Kituo Cha Sheria .

A group photo of Advocates and Kituo staff after a Training workshop on Refugee Law and Practise at the Sirikwa Hotel in Eldoret
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Rwanda’s applicability under these conditions.
There are various accounts of the fear expressed
by refugees in the area of cessation below are
some of them.

viewed as acts of betrayal from both communities.
They are not welcome on either side of the coin
and are thus forced to exile themselves or face
persecution from the community. The persecution
though silent is felt clearly by these families who
Nshimyimana was a personal victim of this even in the host countries are still victimized
process. After fleeing Rwanda for the second time by fellow refugee communities because of the
in 1994, he was forced to return home due to the intermarriages. What happens to these families
spread of disease and cholera in the Democratic once the cessation clause is invoked?
Republic of Congo refugee camp he was living
in. “ I arrived home safely, but my family felt they From the brief analysis of the invocation of the
would be forced to declare me a refugee returning cessation clause in Uganda, it would be important
home, to the administration if I stayed. The to note that Kenya would soon follow suit in
government keeps tabs on all those who speak out invoking a similar clause and the Rwandan refugees
against it – my father feared being killed if I was would be faced with the same predicament.
discovered in our home, “Nshimyimana says.
The question at the end of the day would be is the
These are not merely the reports of scared and invocation of the cessation clause an abuse of the
traumatized men. Amnesty International, Human refugee’s human rights and if so, how would the
Rights watch and Church groups have submitted UNHCR go about invoking the cessation clause
recent reports that detail incidences of political in such a manner that would uphold the rights
disappearances, arbitrary arrests and prevention of refugees and asylum seekers. Its paramount to
of opposition politicians to register their political analyze this situation as a proper analysis would
parties. These facts create a sharp contrast on provide an appropriate background for creating
what the international community views present a proper procedure of applying cessation clauses
day Rwanda and came give one an understanding throughout the world.
as to why some of these refugees would not want 								
to go home. This is especially true of the cases 		
Serah Esendi,
of intermarriage between the Hutus and Tutsi. 		
Forced Migration Program
This is because these kinds of marriages are still

UNHCR and Kituo staff in one of the Refugees monitoring visits at the Kitengela Police Station
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KITUO CELEBRATES END OF YEAR PARTY IN STYLE
As usually is the norm, Kituo celebrated the 2011 end year with a party that was held on 20th
December at Ole Polos Country Lodge in appreciation for the hard work and achievements
throughout the year.
The party was held at Ole Polos because of its proximity and convenience being that this was a one
day affair. Ole Polos is widely known for its heavenly nyama choma and the serenity and ambience
of the environment is unrivalled. It is surrounded by several hills, making beautiful scenery, a
backdrop to enjoy nyama choma, away from the hustle and bustle of city life.
There was a lot of nyama choma and free flowing drinks after which we were grouped according to
our different departments and set for the games which included Football, Rope skipping, crazy
Olympics, 7 aside soccer, Tug of war and Obstacle/challenge games, where winning teams were
awarded trophies.
The next session was gift sharing and prior to this, everybody had picked random names of
colleagues whom they bought gifts as a token of appreciation and in the spirit of Christmas.
This was the most interesting part as we got to share gifts with one another as one big family. Also
awarded were those who graduated or were admitted to the bar in the last quarter of the year. The
best performing/ outstanding employees were also awarded as follows:
Award				
Coordinators/Managers
Programme Officers		
Assistant Program Officers
Clerks				
Administration			
Interns				
Overall Achievers		

Winner 				
Priscilla Nyokabi			
Annette Mbogoh			
Faith Ochieng & Aimee Ongeso
Nathan Kivungi & Boniface Muinde
Nancy Mwaura				
Winnie Talam				
Gertrude Angote 			

Runners up
Mike Karanja
Carol Kinya
Allan Nyange
Gloria Dzuya
Mary Juma
Zilper Audi
Ben Ouko

Kituo Staff have fun during the 2011 end of year party at Ole Polos Country Club in Kajiado County
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PRE-TRIAL DETENTION

Unlocking the Criminal Justice System through PIL
Kituo cha Sheria in partnership with the Open

Society Initiative for East Africa (OSIEA) will
now be pursuing Public Interest Litigation around
Pre-Trial Detention (PTD). It is now critical to
identify and unlock possible injustices that occur
during pre-trial detention and that result into
violation of fundamental rights and freedoms.
Kituo Cha Sheria’s involvement in pre-trial
detention is a ground breaking move that will
expose it to the exploration of more areas in
the criminal justice system in which poor and
marginalized persons get unfair treatment from the
point of arrest, through trial and up to judgment.
KITUO will use public interest litigation to
ensure that even those rendered as suspects in
criminal cases and criminals in the real sense of
the word, enjoy fundamental rights enshrined in
the Constitution and international law during pretrial.
Pre-trial detention serves to undermine
socioeconomic development and is especially
harmful to the poor, who are in more danger of
conflicting with the criminal justice system and
unable to pay bail. Detention of any sense pulls
people away from their normal lives and in most

cases results in loss of employment. Families
sink more into poverty in cases where their bread
winner is detained.
The PTD Situation in Kenya
In Kenya, there is overcrowding in our prisons
resulting in a scenario whereby suspects in pre-trial
detention end up in the same detention facilities
as convicted criminals who are serving their
sentence. This exposes many pre-trial detainees
to torture, violence and disease. Our detention
facilities are inflicted by severe inadequacies
including poor physical, health, and sanitary
conditions, inadequate recreational, vocational
and rehabilitation programmes, restricted contact
with the outside world, and large percentages of
persons awaiting trial.
There is also the issue of psychological trauma
that accompanies such detention and lasts long
after the detention. In most cases the longer the
period of time one spends in pre-trial detention,
the more likely the suspects are to be found
guilty.
While in detention, in most cases these suspects
are not exposed to legal services that would have
otherwise helped them in building their case and

Volunteer Advocates offering free legal aid to members of the public at a Legal Aid clinic at Kituo premises
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hence at the end of the day they present a weak nature of officials in the criminal justice system.
case for themselves, thereby infringing on their
right to counsel, and largely fair hearing.
It is on the above premise, among others that Kituo
Cha Sheria together with OSIEA is on a journey to
In the case of bail, it is mostly set high that the advocate for reforms in the criminal justice system
poor and marginalized persons are unable to post particularly the area of pre-trial detention.
bail and stand condemned to stay in detention for
the whole trial period irrespective of the nature
of their charges. This is enhanced by the corrupt Written by Fridah Ng’allu, and reviewed by Angote G

ORGANISATION VALUES TRAINING AT LENANA
CONFERENCE CENTRE
Kituo Cha Sheria seeks to have proper and well coordinated working relationship between and among
its staff members to ensure it meets this objective, the organization seeks to help the staff understand
organizational core values. This need led to an Organizational Values Training that was held on 3rd
November 2011 at Lenana House Conference Centre.
Facilitating the training was John R. Batten of Poverty Eradication Network (PEN) and the training
brought together all the staff members from the three Kituo offices led by the Executive Director. Also
in attendance were two representatives from PACT.
The one day training sought to help the Kituo staff understand and internalize organizational values,
identify and resolve governance issues and as well as understand elements of good leadership and
management practices.

Members of staff participate in an exercise during the Organisational Values workshop at the Lenana Conference Centre, Nairobi
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Head Office - Nairobi

Ole Odume Rd, Off Argwings Kodhek Rd
P.O. Box 7483 - 00300
Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel. : 254-020-3874220, 387419, 3876290
Mobile: 0734874221, 0727773991
Fax: 254-020-3876295
E-mail: info@kituochasheria.or.ke
Website: www.kituochasheria.or.ke

Branch Office - Eastleigh, Nairobi
Urban Refugee Intervention Programme
(URIP)
Eastleigh Sec 2, 6th Street
AMCO Plaza/Complex 3rd Floor
Tel: 202451631, 0736867241, 0720806531
Fax: 254-020-3876295
Email: info@kituochasheria.or.ke

Regional Office - Mombasa
Fidelity House, Kaunda Avenue
P. O. Box 89065
Mombasa, Kenya.
Tel. : 254-041-2230282, 0731129739
0700638379
Fax: 254-041-2230283
E-mail: msa@kituochasheria.or.ke

Board of Directors
Ken Nyaundi - Chair				
Sally Mbeche					
Hannah Kamau				
Odenda Lumumba				

Kamotho Waingajo
Prof. Saad Yahya
Priscilla Nyokabi - ED/Secretary

The Editorial Team
Tobias Mwadime - Coordinator RCD
Priscilla Nyokabi - Executive Director
Gertrude Angote - Coordinator Legal Aid & Education
Audi C. Zilper - Communication & Media

Contributors
Ken Nyaundi - Chair Board of Directors
Henry Odhiambo - Advocacy Governance & Community Partnerships
Serah Esendi - Forced Migration Program
Allan Nyange, Advocate - Mombasa Regional Office
Fridah N’galu - Legal Aid & Education
Aimee Ongeso - Advocacy Governance & Community Partnerships
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We Care For Justice

